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Think of TWO different adverbs that could describe 
this verb:

They sang                        .

They sang                        .

Place a comma after the fronted adverbial in 
the sentence.

Holding on tightly Humpty Dumpty sat on the 
wall.

Can you think of a determiner and a verb beginning 
with…

Clumsy Mr Whoops has lost 
all the words from this word 
family. Can you help 
him to find 
TWO of them?

Circle the suffix in the words in bold.

The new kitten was extremely playful. 
Louise stroked it softly.

Write a word containing a prefix which is the opposite 
of: 

fair –                            

correct –                            

cycle

determiner verb

the letter t?

the letter 
o?
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Place a comma after the fronted adverbial in 
the sentence.

Holding on tightly, Humpty Dumpty sat on 
the wall.

Think of TWO different adverbs that could describe 
this verb:

They sang _____________.

They sang _____________.

Accept any adverbs, 
e.g. beautifully, badly, 
enthusiastically.

Can you think of a determiner and a verb beginning 
with…

Clumsy Mr Whoops has lost 
all the words from this word 
family. Can you help 
him to find 
TWO of them?

Accept any TWO 
correctly spelt words 
with the root ‘cycle’, e.g. 

bicycle, recycle, unicycle, 
motorcycle, tricycle, 
recycling, etc.

Circle the suffix in the words in bold.

The new kitten was extremely playful. 
Louise stroked it softly.

Write a word containing a prefix which is the opposite 
of: 

fair –                            

correct –                            

determiner verb

the letter t?
Accept any determiners and verbs starting 

with the suggested letters, e.g. the and 
twinkled; one and occupied.

the letter o?
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Think of TWO 
different adverbs that 
could describe this verb:

They sang _____________.

They sang _____________.

Add a conjunction to one 
of the sentences and add 
more detail.

Place the correct punctuation mark after the 
fronted adverbial in the sentence.

Holding on tightly Humpty Dumpty sat 
on the wall.

Can you think of a determiner, verb and pronoun 
beginning with…

Clumsy Mr Whoops 
has lost all the words 
from this word family. Can 
you help him to find THREE 
of them?

Circle the suffix in the words in bold.

The new kitten was extremely playful. 
Louise stroked it softly so it felt comfortable 
in its new surroundings.

 
Write a word containing a 

prefix which is the 
opposite of: 

 

fair – _____________

correct – _____________

connect – _____________

cycle

determiner verb pronoun

the letter t?

the letter 
o?
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Place the correct punctuation mark after the 
fronted adverbial in the sentence.

Holding on tightly, Humpty Dumpty sat 
on the wall.

Think of TWO different 
adverbs that could 
describe this verb:

They sang _____________.

They sang _____________.

Accept any adverbs, 
e.g. beautifully, badly, 
enthusiastically.

Add a conjunction to one of 
the sentences and add more 
detail.

Accept any sentence with 
an added conjunction and 
additional information, e.g. 
They sang enthusiastically 
because it was the final of 
the talent show.

Can you think of a determiner, verb and pronoun 
beginning with…

Clumsy Mr Whoops 
has lost all the words 
from this word family. Can 
you help him to find THREE 
of them?

Accept any THREE 
correctly spelt words 
with the root ‘cycle’, e.g. 
bicycle, recycle, unicycle, 
motorcycle, tricycle, 
recycling, etc.

Circle the suffix in the words in bold.

The new kitten was extremely playful. 
Louise stroked it softly so it felt comfortable 
in its new surroundings.

Write a word containing a 
prefix which is the 

opposite of: 
 

 
fair – _____________

correct – _____________

connect – _____________

determiner verb pronoun

the letter t?
Accept any determiners, verbs and pronouns 
starting with the suggested letters, e.g. the, 
twinkled and their; one, occupied and our.

the letter o?
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Think of TWO different 
adverbs that could 
describe this verb:

They sang _____________.

They sang _____________.

Add conjunctions to both 
sentences and add more 
detail.

Write a sentence about the picture that contains a 
fronted adverbial.

Can you think of a determiner, verb and pronoun 
beginning with… 

Challenge: Can you use all three words from one row in a 
single sentence?Clumsy Mr Whoops has 

lost all the words from 
this word family. Can you 
help him to find FOUR of 
them?

Circle the suffix in the words in bold.

Louise looked at her playful new kitten 
with adoration. She stroked it softly so it felt 
comfortable in its new surroundings.  

Write the prefix word which is the opposite of:

fair – _____________

correct – _____________

connect – _____________

 

Now, write your own pair of 
opposites including a prefix.

cycle

determiner verb pronoun

the letter t?

the letter o?
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Write a sentence about the picture that contains a 
fronted adverbial.

Any accurately punctuated sentence with a 
fronted adverbial, e.g. Holding on tightly, 
Humpty Dumpty sat on the wall.

Think of TWO different 
adverbs that could 
describe this verb:

They sang _____________.

They sang _____________.

Accept contrasting adverbs, 
e.g. beautifully/ badly

Add conjunctions to both 
sentences and add more detail.

Accept sentences with added 
conjunctions and additional 
information, e.g. They sang 
beautifully as the bride 
walked down the aisle AND 
They sang badly but they still 
got through to the boot camp 
round of the talent show.

Can you think of a determiner, verb and pronoun beginning 
with…

Challenge: Can you use all three words from one row in a single 
sentence? e.g. The reflection of the stars twinkled in their eyes.

Clumsy Mr Whoops has 
lost all the words from 
this word family. Can you 
help him to find FOUR of 
them?

Accept any FOUR correctly 
spelt words with the root 
‘cycle’, e.g. bicycle, recycle, 
unicycle, motorcycle, 
tricycle, recycling, etc.

Circle the suffix in the words in bold.

Louise looked at her playful new kitten 
with adoration. She stroked it softly so it felt 
comfortable in its new surroundings.  

Write the prefix word which is the opposite of:

fair – _____________

correct – _____________

connect – _____________

 

Now, write your own pair of 
opposites including a prefix.

Accept any pair of antonyms 
with a prefix, e.g. visible/
invisible

determiner verb pronoun

the letter t? Accept any determiners, verbs and pronouns 
starting with the suggested letters, e.g. the, 
twinkled and their; one, occupied and our.the letter o?
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